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October 23, 2018

The following information supplements and/or supersedes the bid documents. This Addendum forms part of the
contract documents and is to be read, interpreted, and co-ordinated with all other parts. The cost of all contained
herein is to be included in the contract sum. The following revisions supersede the information contained in the
original drawings issued for the above-named project to the extent referenced and shall become a part thereof.
Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by inserting its number and date on the Tender Form. Failure to do so may
subject the Bidder to disqualification.
General:
1.1

Closing Date:
The Closing Date for Receipt of Tenders has been extended. Tenders will now be received up until 3:00
pm on Thursday, November 1, 2018 in the Peterborough Housing Corporation (PHC) Offices, at 526
McDonnell Street, Peterborough. Enter the PHC offices through the first door closest to McDonnel Street
along the driveway that leads to parking at the rear of the property. This is the door at the top of the external
ramp. Tenders will be received by the Receptionist directly ahead of the entry door.

1.2

Quad Window and Door Modifications:
Replace all “F” Type Suite Entry Doors into the eight suites with an “A” Type Suite Entry Door. All
materials, finishes, features of the door (with exception of the removal of the glass) and hardware are to
remain the same, as shown on the drawings. Provide two peep holes in each door: one at a standard height
and one at a height that can be viewed from a wheelchair.
Replace the QW01 window in the west wall of the Living Room Q202 (4 windows in total), the QW01
window in the Bedroom Q107 (4 windows in total) and the QW02 window in the Bedroom Q207 (4
windows in total) with a QW03 Window (12 additional windows in total).

1.3

Millwork:
Millwork finishes as follows:







All window sills, countertops, vanity tops and splash backs to be plastic laminate finish on a
plywood base. Colour and style to be selected by Owner from manufacturer’s standard.
All other millwork to be in prefinished melamine, including shelving, drawers, cabinetry, cabinetry
doors and trim.
Provide prefinished aluminum, bronze or stainless steel “D” pulls on all drawers and cabinetry
doors.
Adjustable concealed soft close hinges for all cabinetry door.
Heavy duty, full extension drawer slides with soft and silent close.
Vertical metal standards for shelving supports (4) within all cabinetry and shelving units for
adjustable shelving heights, complete with supports as required.

The above applies to all Suite Kitchens and Bathrooms, Commercial Kitchen, Adult Day Care Kitchen,
Galley Kitchen, Common Washrooms, Mail Room Area, and other millwork illustrated on the drawings.
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Basement Wall Insulation:
The insulation around the basement shown on the drawings calls for 3” of rigid styrofoam insulation, R15.
This is to be replaced with 4” of rigid extruded styrofoam insulation, Type 4, or two layers of 2” rigid
extruded styrofoam insulation, Type 4, providing a total R value of 20. This applies to all vertical walls
surrounding the full perimeter of the basement from the underside of the first floor level slab to the top of the
footings, broken only at intersecting walls.

1.5

Mechanical:
See Mechanical Addendum following.

End of Addendum #4

ADDENDUM #M2
Project:

32 Unit Development
Smith Drive, Havelock, ON

Date:

Oct 22, 2018.

Number of Pages:
Number of Drawings:

6 pages text
2 drawings, 4 sketches

This addendum forms part of the contract documents and is to be read and co-ordinated
with all other parts of the work.
Answers to Submitted Questions
This first section answers questions that were received last week:
-

Drawing 03 of DM Wills site drawings, the site servicing plan, indicates a 150mm
water service being ran onto this property. Drawing M6 indicates an 8” or 200mm
water service for the new 32 unit development. Please confirm that the 150mm
drawing shown on the servicing drawing is sized correctly.
150 mm is the correct size of the incoming water main.

-

The schedule for HWT references drawing M27 but drawing M27 seems to be
missing.
Dwg. M27 was in the set, but the number was not printed in large text. It is noted in
the file no. space however.

-

On drawing M4 there is an S1 tag floating in the hallway near the top left of the page.
I don't see a sink drawn there.
Ignore the floating tag.

-

The floor drains at the entrances are labelled FD1 on page M2 but are FD3 on page
M4. Please clarify.
They are FD3, a 3" floor drain. This has been added to9 the plumbing schedule in
Addendum 3.

-

Drawing M17 is incorrectly labelled as "First Floor Plumbing Plan - North" it should
be HVAC.
Agreed. It has been changed in Addendum 3.

-

Drawing M5 has a kitchen sink labelled as LAV1. Should this be S1?
Agreed. It should read S1.

-

The sink (American Standard 093-004) referenced in LAV1, LAV2 and LAV4 doesn't
seem to exist. Could I get clarification on the sink model?
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It should be American Standard Cadet #9494 001 with 4" centres, a white vitreous
china countertop lavatory with rear overflow.
-

Please provide drawing(s) for the second floor, north hydronic piping, plumbing &
equipment.
The only second floor north hydronic piping is in the mechanical room above the
kitchen and the mechanical closet above the lobby. These are shown on drawings
M20 and M18 in addendum 3. The mechanical room above the kitchen should
include three 3" sanitary floor drains, type FD2, for the fan coil units, plus venting and
trap seal primers. These are located near the fan coil units to collect condensate.
The second floor apartments are fed from the apartments below, sharing vents and
drains. Refer to the apartment layout in View #3, drawing M5, and compare to the
lower floor apartment on Dwg M8. Dwg SK-M2 shows a riser diagram for typical
suites.

-

Please clarify; Plumbing drawing M2 shows a Grease Interceptor, however plumbing
drawing M4 also show a suspended Grease Interceptor. Is this the same unit? Or? Is
it the same unit?
Drawing M2 shows only the underground plumbing whereas M4 shows all of the
plumbing, both below and above ground for the floor. Therefore, it is the same
grease interceptor.

-

Is there a Kitchen on the second floor as well?

No.

-

Please provide coordination grid lines for all drawings.
That would involve re-issuing all of the drawings, and we are not prepared to do that
at this time.

-

I did notice that there are a few floor drains marked FD3 on drawing M4, however
FD3 is not defined in the plumbing schedule on M6. Could you get some clarification
on that?
See Addendum 3. FD3 is the same as FD1 except it has a 3" outlet instead of 2".

Other Clarifications and Additions
Tanks
The tanks required for the project are clarified:
ET-1: Heating Water Expansion Tank: Amtrol SX-60V
ET-2: Chilled Water Expansion Tank: Amtrol SX-30V
ET-3: Glycol Heating Expansion Tank: Amtrol SX-40V
ET-100, ET-200: Expansion Tanks in Quads: Amtrol EX-15, 80 USgal acceptance
volume.
TET-1: Thermal Expansion Tank for the domestic hot water system, in the Main
Building: Amtrol ST-12C
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TK-1: Chilled Water Tank: The chilled water buffer tank will be an ASME rated steel
tank (125 psig) with 3" connections, painted with red oxide primer, top vent and
bottom drain, and side connections. Install in the chiller mechanical room on the 3"
return line to the chiller heat exchanger. Tank to be equal to Amtrol CWBT200-3-125.
Tank to be insulated with 2" rigid R10 fibreglass insulation with PVC or metal jacket.
Drawing M6 - Barrier Free Sink LAV3
1. For LAV3 include an offset drain for a barrier free application: Drain to be McGuire
#155wc chrome plated brass, polished drain, offset open grid strainer, cast brass
11/4". McGuire #lf165 supplies, chrome plated, polished short rigid angle with
escutcheons and braided flexible hoses. McGuire #8088 c.p. polished p trap, cast
brass, 1 1/4" with clean-out and escutcheon.
2. Attached is SK-M1 showing the details of effluent pumps P-16 & P-17. This detail
was missed in Addendum M1.
Drawing M9-Hydronics North
1. Route 3/4" HWR and HWS lines to CH5, and increase the size of heating pipes to
FC-33 and ERV-2 to 1". Route pipes to the mechanical closet above the lobby and
connect to FC-33 and heating coil HC-2. Refer to SK-M3.
Drawing M10 - Chiller Pad
1. The poured concrete slab for the Chiller is to be provided by the General Contractor.
The Mechanical Contractor is to identify the size of pad required for the generator
and to coordinate the work to be done with the General Contractor. Refer to the
structural detail in the architectural section.
Drawing M11, View 2
1. 1" (not 3/4") HWS & HWR are routed to CH-3 and CH-4 below. 3/4" lines continue to
BB-9 as per drawing M9.
Drawing M13 - Mechanical Room
1. The scale on the drawing should read 1:30, not 1:50.
2. Add the heat exchanger HX-1 specification to the drawing.
HEAT EXCHANGER HX-1
Brazed plate heat exchanger, 316 ss plates, copper alloy brazing, threaded ss
connections, capacity: 195,000 BTU/hr
Hot Side:
Fluid:
Flow:
Pressure drop:
Inlet temp:
Outlet temp:

water
51 USGPM
1.5 psi
140oF
120oF

Cold side:
Fluid:
glycol/water
Flow:
Pressure drop:
Inlet temp:
Outlet temp:

30/70 propylene
57 USGPM
1.5 psi
110oF
130oF
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Connections:
2" (50mm) threaded
Model:
Bell & Gossett BP422-100
Available from HTS engineering, Oshawa
3. The glycol make-up tank is to be an Axiom SF-100 with a 55 USgal tank.
4. The main building's glycol system is 40% propylene glycol and 60% water.
Drawing M17
1. Diffusers in the Retail Space (upper right hand corner) are all D1.
2. All ducting that penetrates the ceiling into the mechanical room above is to have a
fire damper, except for the kitchen exhaust duct.
Drawing M18
1. The hydrogen gas monitoring system will detect the presence of hydrogen and turn
on the ventilation system, EF-5. The hydrogen detector will be equal to: Armstrong
Monitor AMC 1A12-TX-D - RAM3, a single channel monitor with high and low relays,
and digital display and remote alarm/strobe. The sensor will be for hydrogen,
Armstrong AMC 3618. Mount the sensor near the ceiling and wire the low level
contact to the exhaust fan starter and the high level to strobe, mounted in the lobby,
and to the BMS. Provide all enclosures, cables, relays, etc for a complete
installation. Contact Mr. Jim Vickers at Armstrong Monitoring, Ottawa, 1-613-2259531.
2. The drawing is re-issued with revised scales and a section added for clarification of
the ducting associated with ERV-3. Grille sizes have been added.
Drawing M20 - Upper Mechanical Room
1. The ducting down stream of SF-1 will be insulated for cold air up to the heating coil
and to the fresh air inlets on the kitchen hood. ERV-1 16X16 exhaust ducting will be
insulated from the louvre upstream 10'.
2. See attached detail SK-M4 showing a ducting to a typical fan coil unit.
Drawing M23 - Quad Heating Schematic
1. The control valve for the radiant system will be a Veissman 1 1/4" 3 way mixing
valve, c/w actuator. Flow to radiant system is 5.4 USgpm, temperature drop is 10oF.
The valve will be supplied with an actuator, and extension module as needed to be
controlled by the boiler package, for a complete installation. The radiant floor
temperature will be based on outdoor reset as measured by the boiler's outdoor
sensor.
2. Provide temperature gauges to the radiant system, and thermowells for the
temperature sensors.
3. The quad boiler systems are to be 30% propylene glycol and 70% water.
4. Remove the city water connection to the heating system and add a glycol make-up
tank, equal to Axiom MF-200.
5. See also comments for Drawing M27 below.
Drawing M24 - Schedules 1
1. The kitchen ventilation system has been downsized, as follows:
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EF-1: Exhaust air = 2600 cfm, equal to #FKUB18, 1.5 HP.
SF-1: Supply Fan = 2600 cfm, equal to Canarm 215 INS, 1 HP.
Hood: 8'-6" long
Backsplash: 8'-6" long
Heating Coil HC-4: for 1300 cfm, (Can be supplied with the kitchen package or with
the other heating coils)
Control Panel: included.
In the specification 15602, the hood length should read 8'-6".
The above package will have accessories as per the original specified equipment.
The package is available from Fast Kitchens, Montreal, QC. Contact Michael Cohen.
Drawing M25 - Schedules 2
1. Pumps P-16 and P-17 as per sketch SK-M1 will be added to the schedule.
2. Add G9 to the schedule: 20x16/530/L/F/A/B12.
Drawing M26 - Schedules 3
1. HC-1 and HC-4 are fed from the glycol system which is 40% propylene glycol and
60% water. HC-2 and HC-3 are fed by the boiler water system which is 100% water.
HC-100 & HC-200 are to be 30% propylene glycol and 70% water.
Drawing M27 - Specifications 1
1. Section 15550 Gas Piping:
Add 1.9: Contractor to provide pipe sleeves for all gas piping penetrating masonry
walls. Ensure weather and water tightness.
2. Section 15551 Heating Water, etc.:
Item 1.12: Air Separators: Air separators are Taco 4900 series, size 2" for the glycol
system, and 3" for the chilled water system. The latter is located in the chilled water
mechanical room.
Add 2.17: Contractor to provide pipe sleeves for all piping penetrating masonry walls
or other areas where abrasion may be present.
Add 2.18: Backflow preventers connecting the chilled water system to potable water,
heating system to potable water, are to be reduced pressure zone assemblies, 3/4" ,
cast copper body, with test cocks, isolation valves, bronze strainer, equal to Watts
LF909. Pressure reducing valve to be 3/4" Watts LFU5B-73, c/w tapping and
pressure gauge.
3. Section 15570 - Boilers
The specification in the original tender documents covers the boiler plant in the main
building. For the two Quad buildings, the following boiler package is required for
each building.
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Vitodens 200W-B2HA-60 boiler
Rigid CPVC vent adapters for concentric exhaust
Grunfos Boiler Circulation Pump
Grunfos Domestic Water Circulation Pump
Pump flange set
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(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Insulated low loss header.
Low water cut-off with manual reset, Watts Model 550.
DHW Temperature sensor
Vitocell- 300V 79USgal/300L indirect water heater

(1)

Neutralizer Unit, Model 02/50
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